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Reducing structural shocks propagated as elastic waves in thin plate-like structures is of paramount importance in diverse
engineering applications. In this study, a shock reduction method using elastic patches that defect bending waves through wave
refraction, while maintaining the structural stifness and strength is presented. Elastic patches with gradual thickness variation
were designed and thoroughly investigated both numerically and experimentally. Two types of triangular elastic patches, fat and
pyramid-shaped, were utilized to refract and attenuate transient bending waves at diferent incident angles. All results from ray
tracing, fnite element analysis, and experiments consistently demonstrated the efective reduction of passing waves in areas
behind the attached patches. Moreover, the infuence of gradual thickness variation was thoroughly discussed. Te proposed
method provides a practical approach to mitigate transient shock responses in specifc target areas across various structural
applications without compromising structural stifness and strength.

1. Introduction

In order to minimize the dynamic response of structures
caused by transient shock loads, numerous researches have
been conducted. Te objective is to reduce the propagation
of shock waves, which behave as elastic waves, and the most
commonly employed method is through the utilization of
passive shock/vibration isolators [1, 2]. Tese isolators are
specially designed to decrease the transmission of shocks to
subsystems, particularly electronic devices. Youn et al. [3]
introduced a novel three-axis hybrid mesh isolator that
efectively utilizes the pseudoelastic properties of a shape
memory alloy (SMA) wire. By taking advantage of the
unique characteristics of the SMA wire, the isolator can
absorb and dissipate the energy associated with shocks and
vibrations, thereby providing protection to the sensitive
electronic equipment. Furthermore, Jeong et al. [4, 5] de-
veloped a vibration isolator that is capable of actively
controlling vibrations in response to dynamic loads. Tis
isolator incorporates an SMAwire actuator, which allows for
frequency tunability. Although these isolators exhibit

impressive performance in attenuating shocks and vibra-
tions, their precise design and safety testing are crucial due to
the potential amplifcation of low-frequency vibrations near
the natural frequency of the system. Additionally, the iso-
lators themselves are susceptible to damage under harsh
operating conditions. To address these challenges, the
present authors [6] proposed an alternative solution using
a Sandwich panel insert.

In addition to shock attenuation, advanced methods
have been developed to manipulate the propagation of
elastic waves, fnding applications in various engineering
felds such as vibration fltering, wave guiding, and impact
mitigation. Elastic waves vary in propagation speed and
characteristics depending on the properties of the medium.
Ongoing research aims to mathematically and experimen-
tally investigate wave propagation characteristics in various
complex media, ranging from traditional isotropic materials
to other complexmedia, such as transversely isotropic media
[7, 8] and infnitely periodic media [9]. Te choice of
platform for wave manipulation systems is crucial, with
microlattice/macrolattice structures arranged periodically
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being a common selection [10]. Moreover, extensive re-
search has been conducted on wave manipulation tech-
niques based on metamaterials and phononic crystals. Zhu
et al. [11] presented an elastic metamaterial with chiral
microstructures that achieves negative refraction of elastic
waves. Negative refraction refers to the phenomenon where
waves change direction in the opposite sense to that de-
scribed by Snell’s law, which governs the behavior of wave at
the interface between diferent media. In traditional, positive
refraction, wave bends towards the normal line drawn at the
interface between two materials with diferent refractive
indices. However, in negative refraction, the wave bends
away from normal line, resulting in an angle of refraction on
the opposite side. Li et al. [12] proposed a scheme for sharply
bending acoustic waves by truncating sonic crystals. Huang
et al. [13] introduced an elastic metamaterial with a tri-
angular lattice that exhibits near-zero refraction index,
allowing for topological zero refraction at arbitrary angles of
incidence and across a wide frequency range. Ahn et al. [14]
designed an anisotropic elastic metamaterial slab capable of
conical refraction for horizontally incident longitudinal or
transverse waves. Additionally, Li et al. [15] proposed
adaptive metasurfaces composed of arrayed piezoelectric
units with individually connected negative capacitance el-
ements that enable modulation of incoming wave fronts of
elastic waves through electromechanical tuning. Further-
more, research groups have developed attachment-type
metamaterial modules for applications in various struc-
tures. Yan et al. [16] conducted a numerical study on
bonding a two-dimensional planar array of small lead discs
on an aluminum plate with silicone rubber to focus low-
frequency fexural guided waves. Tol [17] investigated
a phononic crystal Luneburg lens through design, fabrica-
tion, and analysis, demonstrating omnidirectional elastic
wave focusing and enhanced energy harvesting numerically
and experimentally. Also, a 3D-printed phononic crystal
lens was developed by Tol for elastic wave focusing and
energy harvesting [18]. Tese gradient refractive index
(GRIN) elastic lenses consist of a spatial region where the
physical parameters defning the wave velocity vary
depending on position. Te continuous variation of re-
fractive index required by GRIN devices cannot be achieved
with discrete lattice structures, as it would result in a stepped
profle. Tus, the unit size must be sufciently small to
ensure a smoother stepped profle. However, this small unit
size imposes limitations on the operating frequency.

Recent studies have focused on manipulating elastic
waves in thin-plate-like structures to achieve shock re-
duction or energy harvesting without being limited by
frequency constraints. Krylov [19] introduced the concept of
the acoustic black hole (ABH) efect, which enables almost
perfect absorption of incident wave energy.Te fundamental
principle behind ABH involves a linear or higher-order
power-law decrease in the velocity of the incident wave.
Te gradual decrease in the speed of wave creates a situation
where waves converge towards a central point, similar to
how gravity causes matter to converge towards the singu-
larity of a black hole. Most investigations of ABH have
focused on bending waves in thin plates. O’Boy and Krylov

[20] developed a numerical approach to calculate mobilities
for a circular plate with a tapered central hole exhibiting
a power-law profle. Subsequently, several research groups
have explored various aspects of ABH, including the efects
of wedge truncation [21], broadband vibration attenuation
characteristics [22], strip ABH indentations [23], and noise
reduction across a wide frequency range [24]. Te ABH
technique demonstrates excellent performance in absorbing
wave energy. However, in practical applications, the already
thin-plate structure may need to be made even thinner or
incorporate cut-out holes, which can result in a reduction of
the structural stifness and strength.

In the pursuit of preserving the structural properties of
thin plates, several research groups have explored simple
methods. Te velocity of waves in a thin plate is infuenced
by the material properties and plate thickness. Te phe-
nomenon of refraction, where waves are bent as they
propagate from one medium to another due to diferences in
propagation velocity, is also observed in bending waves on
plates [25, 26]. Based on these characteristics, researchers
have focused on designing thickness felds that can achieve
efects such as negative refraction and wave focusing.
Philippe et al. [27] developed a tunable acoustic lens in an
isotropic elastic plate that exhibits negative refraction over
a fnite acoustic frequency range. Similarly, Bramhavar et al.
[28] investigated negative refraction and wave focusing of
elastic waves in a simple mechanical system consisting of
a freestanding plate with a step change in thickness. Darabi
et al. [29] studied the broadband cloaking of bending waves
using a fexural cloaking structure composed of a single
material with homogeneous and isotropic layers, demon-
strating near-ideal broadband cloaking in thin plates. Tian
and Yu [30] conducted numerical and experimental studies,
demonstrating the focusing of an A0-mode wavefront onto
a desired focal point by altering the efective plate thickness
using a plano-concave aspherical lens bonded to the plate.
Similarly, Kudela andOstachowicz [31] showed that a plano-
concave aspherical lens, when attached to the plate, can
modify the efective plate thickness and focus the A0 mode
of Lamb waves. Another innovative approach proposed by
the present authors involves the use of an elastic patch to
defect bending waves through wave refraction [32]. Tree
types of fat elastic patches have been designed and tested,
with their performance investigated through numerical and
experimental analyses. Tese studies primarily focus on the
technique of refracting bending waves simply by attaching
a metal slice to the plate, without requiring indentation or
hole processing. In addition to research utilizing discrete
variations in thickness, studies have also been conducted to
design gradient index (GRIN) elastic lenses by incorporating
gradual thickness variations [33–35]. Tese studies involve
calculating the refractive index based on the thickness profle
of the structure and using it to predict the refractive path
numerically for wave focusing and energy harvesting
applications.

In this study, the analysis focuses on the impact of
gradient thickness variation by introducing a pyramid-
shaped patch with equivalent mass to the previously stud-
ied triangular elastic patch. To make preliminary path
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predictions, the study employs the ray tracing method and
compares its results with numerical simulation and exper-
imental data. Trough these analytical and experimental
approaches, the study observes the propagation of elastic
waves on thin plates and investigates the refraction and
refection phenomena infuenced by patch thickness. Te
investigation particularly examines diverse wave charac-
teristics concerning incident angles, shedding light on the
potential application of the fndings in shock reduction.

2. Patch Design for Wave Refraction

2.1. Refraction of Bending Waves. When an elastic wave
propagates from one solid to another solid, there are four
quantities that must be equal on both sides of the boundary:
the normal displacement, the tangential displacements, the
normal stress, and the tangential stress [25]. In the case of
a bending wave incident on a boundary, as shown in Fig-
ure 1, the incident wave vibrates in the xy-plane with an
incident angle of β1. Te wave refects at the same angle and
refracts at an angle of β3. Te deviation angle with respect to
the direction of the incident waves is defned as c. In an
infnite fat plate, bending waves generated by a concentrated
transverse force spread out cylindrically from a source point
[36]. According to Huygens’s principle, at any given mo-
ment, the wavefront is the envelope of a series of spherical
wavelets spreading out from points on the wavefront at
a previous moment. Tis principle is used to derive the
following sine law (Snell’s law) relation:
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, (1)

where cA and cB are the propagation velocities of the bending
waves in the frst plate and the second plate, respectively.
Tis means that for a given pair of media, the degree to
which a wave is refracted is determined by the change in
wave speed and the initial direction of the incident wave-
fronts. Te propagation velocity of bending waves, denoted
as “c,” in a thin and uniform plate is determined using the
following equation [36, 37]:
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whereD represents the bending stifness of the plate, ω is the
phase frequency of bending waves, and m is mass per
unit area.

In the analysis of wave refraction and refection phe-
nomena in a plate assembly, it is necessary to consider the
bending stifness of the structure. Specifcally, to analyze the
proposed attachment method with elastic patches, the
bending stifness of the layered plate structure was theo-
retically investigated [32]. Te bending stifness of the plate
assembly is derived as follows:
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Te subscripts p and h indicate the patch and host plate
respectively. Furthermore, t is the thickness and z’ is the
location of the neutral axis with respect to the neutral axis of
assembly. Te following equation (4) indicates the linear
relation between normal stress and strain [38].

C11 �
E

1 − ]2
, (4)

where E, ] represents the Young’s modulus and Poisson
ratio, respectively.

Under specifc conditions, when the propagating wave
passes through a boundary, it undergoes refection without
refraction, which is known as total internal refection. Te
angle of incidence that makes β3 equal to 90 degrees in
equation (5) is referred to as the critical angle (βc), which can
be determined using the following equation:

βc � sin− 1cA

cB

. (5)

When the incident angle is greater than the critical angle,
the wave undergoes total refection, and this characteristic
contributes to favorable shock reduction in the region be-
yond the boundary.

2.2. Gradient Index withTickness Variations. To investigate
the refractive index and wave velocity resulting from gradual
thickness variation, an analysis was conducted on a beam-
shaped structure. Tis analysis encompassed both a beam
with discrete thickness variation and a beam with gradual
thickness variation. To ensure equal areas for both beams,
the maximum thickness of the gradual beam was set to 3t.
Using the previously derived equations, bending stifness
and wave velocity were calculated along the x-axis, and the
bending stifness and wave velocity at 1t were denoted as D
and C, respectively. Additionally, the refractive index at
thickness 1t was taken as the reference refractive index (nref ),
enabling the determination of relative refractive indices as
well. Te relative values corresponding to variations in
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Figure 1: Refraction and refection behavior of incident waves at
the boundary.
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thickness are presented in Figure 2. Te red line represents
values for the stepped beam, with all values being discrete. In
contrast, for gradual thickness variation (blue line), it is
evident that bending stifness, wave velocity, and refractive
index change progressively along the x-axis. Furthermore,
even with the same mass, the maximum values and their
deviations are more pronounced. When applied to the patch
confguration proposed in this study, continuous refraction
of waves within the patch area is expected due to the sig-
nifcant variation in bending wave properties. Tis suggests
that, compared to the fat type, the proposed patch could
exhibit greater refraction angles owing to the substantial
variability in bending wave properties.

In this study, we experimentally and analytically ana-
lyzed the refraction and refection phenomena of triangular-
shaped patches. Two types of patches were fabricated: one
with a discrete thickness variation, designed to have fat
confguration, and the other with a gradual thickness var-
iation, designed in a pyramid shape. Te critical length was
fxed at 100mm, and to analyze the elastic wave propagation
characteristics according to the incident angle, diferent α
values of 40, 45, and 50 degrees were used, as depicted in
Figure 3. To ensure equal mass between fat type and pyr-
amid type, the height of the fat type was set to 1mm, while
pyramid type was designed to have a maximum height of
3mm. Te maximum height is located at the centroid of the
triangular patch. Te colormaps depicted in Figure 4 rep-
resents the relative bending stifness and refractive index for
each type’s half model, respectively. Dhost and nhost denote
the bending stifness and refractive index on a plate with
a thickness of 1mm, and the properties of the structure with
the attached patch on the plate were computed. In the case of
the pyramid type, a gradient variation in both stifness and
refractive index is observed across the entire patch area, with
a notable deviation signifcantly larger compared to the
fat type.

3. Numerical Analysis

3.1. Prediction of Propagation Path with Ray-TracingMethod.
To initially assess and compare the propagation character-
istics in the rear region of each patch type and incident angle,
we employed the ray tracing method, a well-established
technique widely used in felds such as ocean acoustics,
seismology, and optics. Although ray tracing assumes
a straight-line propagation of bending waves through the
structure, it does not account for interference and difraction
efect [39]. Nevertheless, this approach remains a valuable
tool for predicting the wavefront propagation paths.

Te ray tracing algorithm established for this study is
illustrated in Figure 5. Within the 2-dimensional thickness
feld in XY-plane, individual beams depart from the point
source and travel straightly in discrete small steps, which are
sufciently small to be negligible compared to the patch’s
overall length. Each point on the N-th beam is denoted as
PN(i), and the corresponding thickness at that point is
represented as TN,i. Te bending stifness, Dbend, plays
a crucial role in adjusting the beam direction during travel.
When the thickness at a given step “i” deviates from the

thickness at the previous step “i− 1,” the beam’s direction is
modifed by the deviation angle, calculated based on the
diferences in bending stifness and phase velocity between
the two step points.

Once the calculation of the beam trajectory is completed,
point clouds are generated along each beam. To evaluate the
density feld of these point clouds, we employed the kernel
density estimation algorithm. Tis nonparametric method
allows us to identify structures in the data sets without
requiring a specifc model [40]. For this purpose, the Epa-
nechnikov kernel function [41], represented by equation (6),
was utilized as the kernel density function. Tis function
facilitates the prediction of high and low response areas
based on the following calculated density:

K(u) �
3
4

1 − u
2

 , |u|< 1{ }. (6)

Te kernel function, K(u), is the weighting function that
is commonly used in nonparametric estimation methods to
smooth data by calculating a weighted average of the ob-
served neighboring data. In equation (7), the normalized
distance from the selected point to the neighboring data is
represented by u, and is defned as follows:

u �
XP − X

����
����

R
, (7)

where Xp and X are coordinates of the selected point and its
neighboring data point, respectively, and R is the radius of
the window.

Te numerical simulations of triangular elastic patches
were carried out using the ray tracing algorithm and kernel
density estimation. As shown in Figure 6, the analysis do-
main encompasses a size of 550mm× 200mm. Within this
domain, a host plate with a thickness of 1mm was con-
sidered, along with a 0.4mm thick adhesive layer. Addi-
tionally, thickness felds were generated for each individual
patch within the domain. Te patches were made of alu-
minum alloy, which was also used for the host plate. Te
material properties of the aluminum alloy and adhesive
(Epoxy resin) are provided in Table 1.

Figure 7 shows the beam trajectories and the normalized
density feld for triangle fat patches with α of 40 degrees, 45
degrees, and 50 degrees. From the results, it can be observed
that for the triangular fat patch with a discrete thickness
variation, the critical angle is approximately 45 degrees.
When the incident angle exceeds this critical angle (α� 40
degrees), total refection is observed. However, when the
incident angle is smaller (α� 50 degrees), refraction occurs,
and the wave pass through the interior of the patch. Te
results for the pyramid-shaped patches are presented in
Figure 8. In the case of the Pyramid type, due to its gradual
thickness variation, the beam’s refraction path changes
progressively, leading to continuous refraction within the
patch. Tis characteristic results in diferent refraction be-
haviors for bending waves with the same incident angle as
the fat type. For instance, when α is 40 degrees, similar to the
fat type, most of the waves experience total refection.
However, when α is 45 degrees, the fat type exhibits wave
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propagation along the boundary, whereas the pyramid type
demonstrates a phenomenon akin to total refection. Fur-
thermore, at the α of 50 degrees, the fat type primarily
exhibits refraction, while the pyramid type shows a pre-
dominantly refective response. Tese results indicate that
the gradual thickness variation in the pyramid type induces
diferent refraction behaviors for a broader range of incident
angles. By employing such gradual thickness changes, the
occurrence of refective phenomena can be efectively in-
duced at higher incident angles, as confrmed through these
fndings.

3.2. Finite Element Analysis. Wave propagation on a thin
plate can be accurately and efectively simulated through the
explicit time integration of the fnite element method using
the Lagrangian approach [6, 42]. For the numerical simu-
lation of wave propagation in this study, ABAQUS
SIMULIA was employed. Te fnite element model was
constructed with symmetric geometry, as shown in Figure 9,
utilizing a total 240,000 nodes and 150,000 elements. To
account for the adhesive layer between the host plate and the
patch, an epoxy layer with a presumed thickness 0.4mmwas
included in the model. Te host plate, composed of AL-
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Table 1: Material properties of aluminum alloy and adhesive [42].

Density (kg/m3) Young’s modulus (GPa) Shear modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio
Aluminum 2770 71 26.7 0.3
Epoxy resin 1160 3.78 1.4 0.35
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Figure 7: Beam trajectories and the normalized density feld for triangle fat patches with α of (a) 40 degrees, (b) 45 degrees, and (c) 50
degrees.
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6061-T6 with a thickness of 1mm, shares the same material
properties with the elastic patch, which has a right-angled
triangle shape in this case. Additionally, 15 thin disks with
a thickness of 0.5mm and a diameter of 10mm were
modeled to replicate piezo actuators. To induce bending
wave, a Hanning windowed Z-directional sinusoidal velocity

boundary condition with a peak amplitude of 100mm/s and
a frequency of 10 kHz was applied to the disks. Material
properties and coefcients of the shock equation of state
(EoS) for AL-6061-T6 and epoxy are listed in Table 2. Tese
parameters are crucial for accurately modeling the wave
propagation behavior in the numerical simulation.
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Figure 8: Beam trajectories and the normalized density feld for triangle pyramid patches with α of (a) 40 degrees, (b) 45 degrees, and (c) 50
degrees.
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Te results of the fnite element analysis are presented in
Figure 10. It is observed that bending waves generated by the
disk actuators propagate on the thin plate, and upon en-
countering the elastic patch, refraction and refection phe-
nomena are evident. For the fat patch, the numerical results
align with the theoretical outcomes. At an α of 40 degrees,
total refection occurs, and at 45 degrees, the critical angle is
reached, leading to wave propagation along the boundary.
Moreover, at 50 degrees, refraction dominates, and the
waves pass through the interior of the patch. On the other
hand, for the pyramid type, the numerical results are con-
sistent with the ray tracing algorithm. In all cases, a sub-
stantial portion of the energy undergoes refection, as
observed. Tese fndings further confrm that the fnite el-
ement analysis efectively simulates the propagation of
bending waves and accurately captures the refraction and

refection phenomena that occur when these waves en-
counter the elastic patches.

4. Experimental Analysis

4.1. Experimental Setup. In order to measure and visualize
the propagation of elastic waves on a thin plate, a 2-
dimensional auto stage scanning system was constructed,
as illustrated in Figure 11. Te system comprises a laser
doppler vibrometer (LDV) installed on a 2-D stage, which
measures the out-of-plane velocity response on the patch
side. To achieve sufcient and accurate signal measure-
ments, it is crucial to maintain the perpendicular alignment
between the laser direction and the plate. In this setup, the
host plate is supported and positioned using a wire sus-
pension. For generating elastic waves, a 1-D array of 15

Table 2: Material properties of AL-6061-T6 and epoxy resin [32].

AL-6061-T6 Epoxy adhesive
Density (kg/m3) 2703 1186
Shear modulus (GPa) 27.6 2
Gruneisen coefcient 1.97 1.13
Parameter C1 (m/s) 5240 2730
Parameter S1 1.40 1.493
Parameter S2 (s/m) 0 0

Flat Pyramid

α = 40 deg

α = 45 deg

α = 50 deg α = 50 deg

α = 45 deg

α = 40 deg

Bending wave propagation

Normalized acceleration

0 1- 1

Figure 10: Normalized acceleration wavefeld for fnite element model at time� 0.7ms.
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Figure 11: Schematic diagram and confguration of 2-dimensional auto stage scanning system.

t = 0.3 ms
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Figure 12: Time-dependent normalized acceleration wavefeld for the experimental measurements on the fat type.
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piezoelectric disks made of PIC255, a piezoelectric ceramic
material, was attached to the host plate. Each disk has
a diameter of 10mm and a thickness of 0.5mm. Te input
voltage waveform applied to the piezo disk actuators was
a Hanning-windowed sinusoidal signal consisting of three
periods, with a voltage amplitude ranging 0 V to 300 V.Te
signal was amplifed using a Trek-623B piezoelectric driver.
Velocity data at each sensing point were recorded with
a sampling rate of 1MHz using a National Instruments
PXle-6366 DAQ board. Te scanning area was set to
550mm width × 200mm height, with 3mm intervals be-
tween each measurement point, resulting in a total of
12,328 points being measured. It is very important that the

refected signal should not interfere the waves at scanning
area. We simply employed sufciently large host plate
(1200mm× 1200mm) so that all the measurement at
scanning area has been completed before the signal re-
fected at the boundary arrives at the area of interest. In this
experiment, the sampling frequency was set to 1MHz, and
the duration of the measurements was 40ms. Te velocity
data obtained from the measurements were diferentiated
to convert them into acceleration values. Tis scanning
system allowed for precise measurements of the wave
propagation over the entire scanning area, facilitating the
visualization and analysis of the elastic wave behavior on
the thin plate.

t = 0.3 ms

t = 0.3 ms

t = 0.3 ms t = 0.5 ms

t = 0.5 ms

t = 0.5 ms t = 0.7 ms

t = 0.7 ms

t = 0.7 ms
40 deg

45 deg

50 deg

α

Normalized acceleration

0 1- 1

Figure 13: Time-dependent normalized acceleration wavefeld for the experimental measurements on the pyramid type.
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Figure 14: Normalized acceleration RMS felds of experimental and numerical results for fat patch.
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4.2. Experimental Results. Figure 12 represents the time-
dependent normalized acceleration wavefeld for the
experimental measurements on the fat type. Upon ob-
serving the wavefeld at 0.3 ms, it is evident that the
bending wave is efectively generated by the piezo disk
actuators. At 0.5 ms, one can observe the refraction and
refection phenomena caused by the thickness variation,
which can be compared with the existing numerical
analysis results. Te experimental results exhibit excel-
lent agreement with the analytical outcomes, accurately
refecting refraction, refection, and the critical angle
condition, thus confrming the accuracy of the experi-
mental setup. Figure 13 shows the results for the pyramid
type, wherein, refective phenomena dominate in all
cases, consistent with the analytical predictions. To
quantitatively compare these results with the density
feld outcomes obtained from the ray tracing method,
acceleration-time data at each point were transformed
into RMS values. Te fnite element analysis results and
experimental data are compared, as presented in Fig-
ures 14 and 15. Te similarity between the results gen-
erated by the ray tracing method and the experimental
data confrms the capability of characterizing wave re-
fraction and refection phenomena caused by thickness
variation. Additionally, it is confrmed that the pyramid
type can induce refective phenomena for a broader range
of incident angles compared to the fat type. Tese results
demonstrate the utility of the pyramid type for inducing

refective phenomena over a wider range of incident
angles when compared to the fat type. In real shock
scenarios, shocks propagate randomly from various di-
rections, unlike the controlled experimental and ana-
lytical setups. Te utilization of the pyramid type, which
can induce refective phenomena over a wider range of
incident angles, could contribute to the improvement in
shock reduction performance.

4.3. Shock Reduction Performance. In order to compare the
shock reduction performance resulting from the gradual
thickness variation, shock reduction values were calculated.
Tis was achieved by comparing the average acceleration
RMS values in the prepatch passing region (0≤ x≤ 30,
0≤ y≤ 50) with those in the postpatch passing region
(170≤ x≤ 270, 0≤ y≤ 50); these areas are indicated in Fig-
ure 14. Te results are presented in Table 3, including both
the shock reduction value and the shock reduction value per
patch mass. Upon reviewing the results, it is observed that
both types exhibit excellent shock reduction performance in
the condition of total refection (α� 40 deg). In this case, the
impact of gradual thickness variation appears to be relatively
minor. Next, for the critical angle condition (α� 45 deg) in
the fat type, the pyramid type with refective phenomena
shows superior shock reduction performance. Tis obser-
vation becomes more prominent at α� 50 deg, where sig-
nifcant energy reaches the postpatch passing region in the
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Figure 15: Normalized acceleration RMS felds of experimental and numerical results for pyramid patch.

Table 3: Shock reduction performance.

α (deg) 40 45 50
Shape Flat Pyramid Flat Pyramid Flat Pyramid
RMS reduction ratio 0.83 0.86 0.47 0.78 0.22 0.71
RMS reduction/patch mass (normalized) 0.96 1 0.56 0.86 0.21 0.69
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fat type due to refraction occurring within the patch. On the
other hand, for the pyramid type with its design for gradual
refraction and refective efects, improved shock reduction
performance is demonstrated. Tese results indicate that the
pyramid type enhances the shock reduction performance,
particularly when compared to the fat type in conditions of
critical angle and small incident angles, where refective
phenomena are predominant.

5. Conclusion

Reducing structural shocks propagated as elastic waves in
thin plate-like structures holds signifcant importance in
various engineering applications. In a previous study, the
present authors proposed a shock reduction method uti-
lizing elastic patches, which defect bending waves through
wave refraction without compromising structural stifness
and strength. To further advance this concept, we designed
elastic patches with gradually varying thickness and con-
ducted a thorough investigation of their propagation
characteristics, both numerically and experimentally. Two
types of triangular elastic patches, fat and pyramid-shaped,
were employed to refract and reduce transient bending
waves at diferent incident angles. To predict the propaga-
tion characteristics, we established ray tracing and density
estimation algorithms. Te numerical results showcased the
distinct propagation behaviors of elastic patches with
varying shapes and incident angles. Additionally, fnite el-
ement analysis was carried out to simulate elastic wave
propagation, including refraction and refection phenom-
ena, on thin plates with elastic patches. To validate and
compare these numerical fndings with the preliminary ray
tracing analysis, we conducted an experimental study using
a 2-dimensional auto stage scanning system. Te experi-
mental results were presented through visualizations of
elastic wave propagation and the normalized RMS value of
the acceleration wavefelds. Remarkably, all the results from
ray tracing, fnite element analysis, and experiment con-
sistently demonstrated that the attached patches efectively
reduce passing waves in the areas behind the patches.
Furthermore, the impact of gradual thickness variation was
thoroughly discussed. Tese fndings establish the superi-
ority of the pyramid type in inducing refective phenomena
over a broader range of incident angles compared to the fat
type. Tis characteristic has the potential to enhance shock
reduction performance, especially in real scenarios where
shocks propagate randomly from various directions, unlike
the controlled experimental and analytical setups. In con-
clusion, our proposed method ofers a practical approach to
mitigating transient shock responses in specifc target areas
across various structural applications, without compro-
mising structural stifness and strength. Trough the
straightforward application of an elastic patch, sensitive
components can be efectively safeguarded.
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